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Case report

3.4 kb mitochondrial genome deletion serves as a surrogate predictive 
biomarker for prostate cancer in histopathologically benign biopsy cores

Abstract

Recently, we described a 3.4-kb mitochondrial genome deletion 
having significance for identifying malignant and benign prostate 
tissues (p < 0.001). This biomarker was also present in normal 
appearing tissue, in close proximity to a tumour indicating a “field 
effect.” In the present study, we report 4 cases (3 malignant, 1 
benign) which suggest that this field effect may occur before 
tumourigenesis; this effect may also identify the presence of a 
small tumour focus/foci, which are difficult to detect with single 
or multiple biopsy procedures. 
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Introduction 

The role of mitochondria from intracellular energy genera-
tion to apoptosis indicates that this organelle is an important 
part of oncogenesis.1-4 Additionally, there are several specific 
biological features of the mitochondrial genome (mtgen-
ome) that identify this molecule as a valuable biomarker. 
Mitochondria are maternally inherited which precludes 
recombination, with the result that the sequence of the mtge-
nome is generally stable through generations.5,6 Compared to 
the nuclear component of genetic material, the mtgenome 
has a massive copy number advantage. There are thousands 
of mtgenomes in a cell as opposed to the diploid nuclear 
genome content. These copies are clonal or identical under 
normal cellular conditions. The number and clonal nature of 
this molecule enables relatively easy scoring of biomarkers, 
even at low frequencies.7 Importantly, the mtgenome has a 
rapid somatic mutation rate,6 especially in the presence of 
certain tissue pathologies, such as prostate cancer.8 It is well 
known that somatic mitochondrial genome mutations, from 
SNPs to large genomic deletions, are common in many solid 
tumours and are also found in many neuropathologies. 9-11

The mutations in the mtgenome often occur before well-
characterized morphological changes.12 Such molecular 
findings in histologically normal prostatic tissues close to 

tumour foci are also reported using nuclear genome targets, 
such as promoter methylation of glutathione S-transferase 
pi (GSTPi).13 These molecular changes are consistent with 
Slaughter’s concept of field effect (i.e., in the presence of 
a tumour, the histologically normal appearing cells in the 
proximity to the tumour harbor identical genetic changes 
to the tumour).14 This characteristic suggests that mtgen-
ome mutations may be used as a “biosensor,” particularly 
for early prostate cancer detection. Specific markers can 
be quantified with real-time quantitative polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR).15

It is important to note that the cases described here suggest 
that a molecular transition occurs early in normal appearing 
tissue (field effect); this molecular transition enables, rather 
than precludes, potential tumour growth.16 The behaviour of 
a 3.4-kb mtgenome deletion (3.4 mtΔ), as further described 
in this study, seems to identify the occurrence of this prostate 
cancer genetic field. 

Methods 

Ethics

All patients were recruited and prostate samples from exist-
ing biopsies were requested in accordance with the eth-
ics guidelines of the Thunder Bay Regional Hospital Ethics 
Board and the Trafalgar Ethics Board (Oakville, Ontario). 
Both boards operate in accordance with the Tri-Council 
Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving 
Humans (Ottawa, Ontario). 

Case histories 

Case histories were drawn from the results of a large study 
reported elsewhere.17 The histories were selected based on 
the following criteria: 

•   Deletion data analysis must be available from at least 
1 needle biopsy core from the initial biopsy procedure. 
For histories 1 and 4, data was available on a repre-
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sentative core from each region of the prostate, with 
6 obtained from each subject. Histories 2 and 3 only 
had data from 1 core each. 

•  There must be at least 1 follow-up biopsy procedure. 
•   A malignant diagnosis must be followed by a radical 

prostatectomy (RP). 
•   All procedures must have a corresponding pathology 

report.

RT-PCR for the 3.4 mtΔ

The RT-PCR for the 3.4 mtΔ has been described previously.17 
Briefly, DNA was extracted from 20 micron formalin-fixed 
paraffin embedded (FFPE) cross sections of prostate needle 
core biopsies using a QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen Inc., 
Mississauga, Ontario). A qualified pathologist had previously 
graded biopsy tissues and cases were chosen with refer-
ence to the associated pathology report. The PCR reactions 
were seeded with 20-ng total DNA extracts. Each extract 
was amplified for the deletion, total mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) and tumour necrosis factor (TNF), a single copy 
nuclear locus using 1X iQ Syber Green Supermix (Bio-Rad 
Laboratories, Mississauga, Ontario). 

Statistical analyses 

The cycle threshold (Ct) of the 3.4 mtΔ was compared with 
the Ct of 2 additional targets designed to capture the total 
amount of mtDNA (12SrRNA gene), and the number of cells 
contributing DNA to the reaction (single copy TNF). Cycle 
thresholds of all 3 targets were tested in a simple formula 
[(Ctdel-Cttot)Cttnf], which provides a score for each sample. 
This score is hereafter referred to as “residual mtDNA score 
or rate of mutation (RM) score.”17 Serial dilutions of each 
template (previously amplified and purified) were diluted 
through 6 concentrations and were used to generate stan-
dard curves for data analyses. Based on previous pilot and 
validation studies, a scale was constructed based on RM 
scores for determining the malignant, benign or intermedi-
ate status of a particular core sample (Fig. 1). This progres-
sive scale implements the 99% confidence intervals (CI) of 
the means of both studies. The benign group consisted of 
131 samples with a lower CI of 485, while the malignant 
group included 106 samples with an upper CI of 420.17 The 
intermediate region is the interval between these respective 
confidence bounds. 

Results 

We present 4 cases of men who had multiple prostate biopsy 
procedures for the diagnosis of prostate cancer. Three of the 
men were subsequently diagnosed with prostate cancer, and 
one remained benign. Available negative biopsy samples 
from the initial biopsy procedure were assayed for the fre-

quency of the 3.4 mtΔ deletion as a measure of prostate 
cancer “field effect.”

Case 1 

A 58-year-old male was referred to a urologist for suspicion 
of prostate cancer due to an elevated prostate-specific anti-
gen (PSA) of 10.3 ng/mL. A transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) 
guided biopsy revealed an enlarged prostate of 80 g (the 
average is 30 g). Of the 8 biopsy cores taken, only the core 
from the left base was suspicious for prostate cancer. In 
addition, basal cell staining with 34BE12 was suggestive of 
cancer in this area; however, the patient was untreated and 
still followed-up for a definitive diagnosis of prostate can-
cer. Eight months after the initial biopsy, an 8-core biopsy 
procedure revealed a Gleason score of 6 in 1 of the 2 cores 
taken from the left mid zone. The remaining cores, includ-
ing the left basewhich was initially suspicious for prostate 
cancer, were found to be benign. A prostatectomy 3 months 
later revealed tumour (GS6) involvement of both right and 
left lobes of the prostate.

Six biopsies from the initial biopsy of the right and left 
apex and the mid and base of the prostate gland were ana-
lyzed for the deletion. The RM scores from the 6 cores indi-
cated the presence of malignant foci in all biopsies from 
the left lobe and right mid zone (RM scores <420). The RM 
values for the right base and apex suggested that these areas 
were intermediate and well below the benign threshold of 
485. These results raised concern since the values indicated 
a non-benign status and, in the right apex, just exceed the 
malignant RM threshold (420). In contrast, a histopathology 
analysis identified a suspicion of prostate cancer in the left 
base only. A secondary biopsy 8 months later indicated a 
GS6 tumour focus in the left mid zone. It is interesting to 
note that this area had the highest correlation with malignan-
cy with respect to RM scores. A RP demonstrated a tumour 
in both the right and left lobes. Importantly, the frequency 
of the 3.4 mtΔ predicted this outcome 11 months prior to 
surgery (Fig. 1).

Case 2 

A 65-year-old man was referred to a urologist for suspicion 
of prostate cancer following an elevated PSA of 8.9 ng/mL. 
A TRUS guided biopsy procedure returned normal results in 
all 9 cores, as did a follow-up 10-core biopsy procedure 7 
months later. A third 11-core biopsy procedure 1 year after 
the second procedure found GS7 prostate cancer only in 
the left base and prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) in 
the right base. Nearly 2 months later, prostatectomy results 
verify tumour involvement of the right and left lobes, with 
the largest mass found in the left mid zone.

Only the core biopsy from the left base of the original 
biopsy was available for analysis. The RM score of 273 
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for this biopsy clearly indicated the presence of concurrent 
tumour; however, all needle cores were negative in his-
topathological analyses. Similar negative histological find-
ings were reported from a subsequent biopsy at 7 months. 
A third procedure 12 months later indicated malignancy 

in the left base (GS7) with PIN apparent in the right base. 
Results from a RP demonstrated the presence of a tumour 
in both lobes, with the highest concentration in the left mid 
zone. Left base involvement was consistent with the origi-
nal RM value and may reflect the major mass of tumour 
in the left mid zone observed after the RP (Fig. 1). The RM 
score predicted this outcome 21 months prior to this final 
procedure. Interestingly, a total of 3 cores, which were all 
negative, were taken from this zone during the initial and 
secondary biopsies. 

Case 3 

A 66-year-old male was referred to a urologist for suspi-
cion of prostate cancer due to an elevated PSA (8.4 ng/
mL). A TRUS guided 8-core biopsy of the patient’s prostate 
demonstrated micro foci of tumour (GS6) in the right mid 
zone and right base. A second procedure 13 months later 
was negative for prostate cancer in all 11 cores taken. A 
third biopsy procedure identified GS7 tumour in biopsies 
from the base, mid and apex of the right lobe in all 5 cores 
taken from these areas. The left mid zone was suspicious 
for cancer; however, the rest of the lobe was negative. Two 
months later, prostatectomy results revealed tumour (GS7) 
in the right and left lobes. 

This case was also limited to one sample from the left 
apex for analysis. The RM score of 348 was strongly indica-
tive of prostate cancer. In this initial biopsy, GS6 tumour 
was seen in the right base and mid zone, but not in the left 
apex. Thirteen months later, an additional procedure was 
negative. A third biopsy, 15 months after the previous proce-
dure, revealed a GS7 tumour in the right lobe, but was again 

Case 1

Right lobe Left lobe Time (mos)
B1:B(440) B1: PCa? (270) t = 0

Base B2:B B2: B t = 8m

RP:GS6 RP:GS6 t = 12m

B1: B(289) B1:B(269) t = 0

Mid B2:B B2:GS6 t = 8m

RP:GS6 RP:GS6 t = 12m

B1:B(423) B1:B(326) t = 0

Apex B2:B B2:B t = 8m

RP:GS6 RP:GS6 t = 12m

Case 2

Right lobe Left lobe Time (mos)
B1:B B1:B(273) t = 0

Base B2:B B2:B t = 7m

B3:PIN B3:GS7 t = 19m

RP:GS7 RP:GS7 t = 21m

B1:B B1:B t = 0

Mid B2:B B2:B t = 7m

B3:B B3:B t = 19m

RP:GS7 RP:GS7 t = 21m

B1:B B1:B t = 0

Apex B2:B B2:B t = 7m

B3:B B3:B t = 19m

RP:GS7 RP:GS7 t = 21m

Case 3

Right lobe Left lobe Time (mos)
B1:GS6 B1:B t = 0

Base B2:B B2:B t = 13m

B3:GS7 B3:B t = 29m

RP:GS7 RP:GS7 t = 31m

B1:GS6 B1:B t = 0

Mid B2:B B2:B t = 13m

B3:GS7 B3:PCa? t = 29m

RP:GS7 RP:GS7 t = 31m

B1:B B1:B (348) t = 0

Apex B2:B B2:B t = 13m

B3:GS7 B3:B t = 29m

RP:GS7 RP:GS7 t = 31m

Case 4

Right lobe Left lobe Time (mos)
Base B1:B(658) B1:B(600) t = 0

B2:B B2: B t = 60m

Mid B1: B(571) B1:B(552) t = 0

B2:B B2:B t = 60m

Apex B1:B(689) B1:B(559) t = 0

B2:B B2:B t = 60m

Benign

485

420

Malignant

Intermediate

Fig. 1. RM scores (in brackets) and biopsy results for each procedure are 
shown in their respective boxes. “B” indicates a biopsy followed by the  
procedure number. A biopsy followed by another B indicates a benign result.  
A malignant result is denoted by the Gleason score. A core suspicious for  
malignancy is indicated by PCa? Finally, the temporal relationships of the  
procedures are shown in the right column, the RM scale is shown at right.
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absent in the left apex. Importantly, the histopathological 
results from surgery not only show the presence of a tumour 
in the right and left lobes, but indicate the prominence of 
the mass in the left lobe, which further demonstrates the 
often significant discord between needle biopsy results and 
the histology of the RP.18 This report is consistent with the 
RM value of the left apex from the original procedure (Fig. 
1). The RM score suggested this outcome 31 months prior 
to the RRP.

Case 4 

In 2000, a 71-year-old male was referred to a urologist for a 
prostate needle biopsy as a result of a high PSA value (19.3 
ng/mL). An 8-core biopsy procedure recorded normal histol-
ogy with the exception of a moderate reduction in the num-
ber of glands and chronic diffuse inflammation in the stroma. 
Five years later, a follow-up 11-core biopsy procedure again 
confirmed the absence of malignant lesions; any presence 
of chronic inflammation is absent in this pathology report. 

This benign case covers a period of 5 years during which 
the benign status of the prostate gland was mirrored by the 
RM scores of the initial procedure and again confirmed by a 
follow-up biopsy procedure 5 years later. This suggests that 
the original RM values (>550), taken from all zones of the 
prostate, successfully predicted the negative status of this 
prostate gland and agreed with the histology (Fig. 1). The 
RM scores were all well above the 485 lower RM threshold 
for benign status. 

Discussion 

An ongoing and confounding issue in urology is the male 
patient with negative prostate biopsy results who presents 
with elevated PSA. This outcome is frequent. For exam-
ple, a comprehensive study of 319 men reported a posi-
tive biopsy rate of 39%, even though 10 needle cores were 
sampled from 292 of these patients.19 Of these men, 78% 
were African-American, who are known to have a higher 
incidence of prostate cancer,20 which could account for the 
high positive rate in this series. In many instances, there 
are potentially high false-negative outcomes, and the urolo-
gist usually continues to monitor PSA levels, including a 
supplemental periodic biopsy, when indicated. Another 
management strategy for clinically insignificant or indolent 
prostate cancer termed “active surveillance,” requires a PSA 
doubling time of 3 years or less and a biopsy demonstrating 
an increase in Gleason grade to qualify for radical interven-
tion.21,22 This strategy works well, but only for those with 
“favourable risk prostate cancer,” attested by patient survival 
rate of 99% within 8 years after initiation of this study. A 
clinical difficulty with prostate cancer diagnosis is the limita-
tion of the volume of tissue that is sampled and analyzed by 

the biopsy procedure. Currently, biopsy procedures assess 
about 1/2500 of the prostate depending on size. Common 
practice requires 10 to 12 cores taken per biopsy procedure; 
however, small tumour foci are consistently missed. 

All available cores for each patient described here were 
analyzed for RM values. These 4 cases suggest that the RM 
value may be a sensitive indicator of tumour “field effect.” 
Most importantly, this value may also identify patients who 
are truly benign, in contrast to other clinical indicators, such 
as PSA, which is known to have marginal specificity. The RM 
score predicted outcome of case 1 indicates that RM scores 
from the complete suite of biopsies may be informative from 
a clinical perspective, enabling detection of potential tumour 
foci in advance of histopathological changes and highlight-
ing the areas and extent of disease. Although, the “field 
effect”23 demonstrated by the mitochondrial genome marker 
is interesting in urology and may have important utility in 
early prostate cancer detection, the concept requires clinical 
validation. Moreover, the “field effect,” if proven to be an 
indication of early preconditioned prostate epithelia, should 
have the potential for intervention with chemoprevention 
agents, such as finasteride.  

Conclusion 

The encouraging published results from studies of this mark-
er in helping to resolve the status of a prostate with nega-
tive biopsies17 has led to planned clinical validation studies, 
which involve several urologists and centres across Canada. 
The outcome of this study should form a strong basis for 
adoption of this ancillary test by urologists in making repeat 
biopsy decisions.
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